These versatile retractable systems offer basic sun protection up to complete rain and inclement weather protection. Systems can be standalone or mounted atop an existing structure such as a pergola, skylight or sunroom. With single unit widths up to 16 by 23 feet and the ability to join multiple units, the coverage is only limited to your space. These systems offer a choice of hundreds of fabrics ranging from acrylic to decorative solar screen and waterproof fabrics. Like all Sunesta™ retractable systems, the Suncover™ and Sunplus™ are custom made to fit your needs.
Pergolas are a great way to beautify your home. Unfortunately, they don’t do well protecting you from the sun’s harmful rays. The Suncover has you covered.

Sunrooms can get very hot in the summertime. Now, thanks to the Suncover, you can enjoy your sunroom year-round with complete sun protection.
The Sunplus™
Custom sizes up to 16’W x 23’P

For Open Areas or Existing Structures

The Sunplus takes the great benefits of the Suncover and adds rain protection by way of built-in gutters and the ability to be applied to open areas.
The Suncover™
Custom sizes up to 16’W x 23’P

The Suncover™ rail must be installed onto an existing structure. There will be a space between the rail and fabric.

2-1/8”

The Sunplus™
Custom sizes up to 16’W x 23’P

The rail gutter is the Sunplus™ difference. It provides rain run-off, additional mounting strength and sun protection. The Sunplus may be supported by the uprights at the front end only.

6-1/2”

Suncover or Sunplus Mounting Options

Distance Bracket Mounting

Reveal Bracket Mounting

Sunplus Mounting Options

Upright Mounts available in 8 foot height & 16 foot height

Wall Mount

2-3/8”

6-1/2”

Wall Mount

Standard Features

wireless remote controls and auto sensors

wireless motor operation

Product Warranties

5 YEARS FRAME
UP TO 10 YEARS FABRIC
5 YEARS MOTOR

Frame Colors
Armorcoated™ frame in white or brown.

White
Brown

Shade Fabric Styles
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, L, M, N, P

unique product ID number